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S. Studies Learn all the question- answers of the chapters (done in the 
class) 

 Read Chapter- 1, 2, 3 (History) Thoroughly 
G.K. Learn – Chapters- 1 – 100 
English 1. Learn Q/Ans. of the lessons done in class. 

2. Write paragraphs on the following topics. 
a) Trip to Science Museum 
b) Education of girl child 
c) Save water 
d) Pollution 

3. Do reading of all the lessons done in class. 
Grammar Learn Lesson 1, 2 3 
Science Topic-Fibre to fabric (Chapter 3 of the textbooks) 

A) Reading and Understanding-Begin with reading the 
chapter in the text book. 

B) Research-Collect as many different pieces and scraps of 
fibres and fabrics. Gather information on Any one 
Chosen Fabric under the following heads. 
1. Name of the Fabric and its source 

(Plant/animal/man-made) 
2. Fabric and relevance of the region where it is used 



within India (Cold and hot climate)  
3. Fabric and relevance to the use (its purpose-like for 

making bags, clothes, mats, etc) 
4. Properties of the fabric like strength, durability, 

absorption of water, etc. 
C) Fabric assemblage/collage-Now think of how you would 

like to present your collected fabrics as a collage.  
  Take an A4 sheet of paper. Ensure that the Project is 

done only on an A4 sheet. 
 Prepare a collage on one side of the paper using the 

fabrics collected. 
References:- 
Class VI NCERT Text Book;  
http://42explore.com/fibers.htm; 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Computer Learn Chapters 1 and 2 
Create a chart on the topic- Explain two or three lines for each 
version of windows along with their images.  

Maths 1. Learn tables upto 20 
2. Make magic squares 3 x3;  4 x 4 
3. Using Tangram make four animal shapes on A3 sheet 
4. Write recipe of any item you tried during holidays 

giving exact measurements of ingredients used. Also 
paste or draw its picture. 

5. Revise all the work done till date thoroughly. Revise 5 
sums daily.  
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